
Rechargeable vacuum cleaner, Athlet 32.4V,
White
BCH732KTGB

The Bosch formula for success.
● SmartSensor Control: Strong performance every time thanks

to sensor-controlled performance with LED indication
● RotationClean: fast and easy filter cleaning – no filter washing

needed.
● Maximum flexibility: cordless vaccuuming without limitations

on upholstery and in corners thanks to accessory kit
● Always quick at hand: Cordless vacuuming without limitations

and solid freestanding function for easy placement and
charging anywhere at home

● Pure comfort: easy to use, store and keep clean thanks to the
Easy Clean System

Technical Data
Dimensions :  1160 x 250 x 185  mm
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD) :

 240 x 240 x 735  mm
Pallet dimensions :  205.0 x 80.0 x 120.0
Standard number of units per pallet :  40
Net weight :  3.7  kg
Gross weight :  5.4  kg
Frequency :  50/60  Hz
Plug type :  GB plug
Approval certificates :  CE, Eurasian
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Rechargeable vacuum cleaner, Athlet 32.4V,
White
BCH732KTGB

The Bosch formula for success.

Performance

- The Bosch formula for success. Incredibly powerful cleaning
performance and a long runtime - all that with no cord.

- Athlet Ultimate cleans as powerful as a conventional vacuum
cleaner* and is at the same time flexible, always at hand and
ensures long-lasting performance.

- HiSpin motor for high performance and long lifetime

- HighPower AllFloor Brush: power brush for cleaning on all
surfaces

- SmartSensor Control: Sensor based performance control with
LED indication for perfect cleaning results

- Bosch Lithium-Ion Technology: Durable and powerful
rechargeable batteries, extra-long run time and short charging
time.

- SmartSensor Control: Sensor based performance control with
LED indication for perfect cleaning results

Hygiene

- Lifetime filter material: Cartridge filter with Pure Air
membrane and hygienic filter for clean exhaust air

- Filter cleaning: Easy filter cleaning with RotationClean System.
Intelligent LED display signals if filter cleaning is necessary

- Easy to remove and empty 0.9 l dust container

Comfort

- Accessory Kit: attachable short handle and adjustable carrying
strap, adapter with hose, upholstery and crevice nozzle - ideal
for cleaning of upholstery and hard to reach spots; easy and
convenient handling

- Pure comfort: easy to use, store and keep clean thanks to its
light weight and EasyClean System

- Easy Clean System: Easy removal and cleaning of the nozzle
brush roll

- Maximum flexibility: vacuum cleaning without limitations
around and under furniture thanks to its extremely flexible
nozzle joint

- Solid freestanding function for easy placement, space-saving
storage and flexible charging at any socket

- Long run time up to 75 min

- Battery charging status indicator: 3-step

- Short charging time:
3 hours (battery 80% charged) 6 hours (battery 100%
charged)

- 0.9 litre usable capacity

- Soft touch handle

- Weight: 3kg

* Dirt pick-up (dust on carpet and hard floor with crevices, fibre pick-
up on carpet) in comparison to a corded vacuum cleaner from Bosch
(BGL3A315GB). Tested according to EN 60312.
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